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journey through the advent season like never before with this transformative
devotional that will guide you through the four weeks leading to christmas day
this beautifully crafted book is your companion for a soul stirring experience
that will deepen your faith illuminate the true meaning of christmas and help
you anticipate the birth of the savior with renewed wonder as you turn the
pages you ll find a captivating blend of heartfelt reflections and thought
provoking questions that will help you draw closer to the essence of the season
join the authors as they contemplate the profound significance of the birth of
christ and offer daily wisdom to prepare your heart and mind for the miraculous
arrival of our savior you ll be inspired encouraged and uplifted as you embark
on this sacred journey making it a cherished tradition for years to come
embrace the advent season with hope faith and love and let the anticipation of
christ s birth fill your heart with joy and wonder advent is the season in
which we reread and relive the experience of ancient israel as it longed for
the coming of the messiah it is also a time to reflect on the infancy
narratives of jesus which have enriched the lives of believers through the
centuries as an extension of israel s longing for the messiah the infancy
accounts serve as overtures to the writings of the evangelists and stand as
bridges connecting the old and new testaments advent of the savior focuses on
this connection of past to present so that we may deepen our longing for the
messiah s coming again and ask god in our own day to be emmanuel god with us
the infancy narratives of matthew and luke express the basic truths about the
divine and human mystery of jesus christ advent of the savior reminds us that
it is through these truths that we are called to move from longing for our
savior to hope in his coming again the good news of elvis christ savior and
king of rock and roll finally a gospel with relatable characters a story of
hope love faith and redemption against a satirical backdrop of funk rock punk
and oldschool hip hop whether you re an atheist an agnostic or a christian with
a sense of humor and a love of 20th century music there s something in this
gospel for everyone you ll laugh until you can t breathe this foundational text
of elvianity teaches us that james brown the godfather of soul created the
gates of graceland and the earth that elvis christ was his only son conceived
by the funk born of the virgin mary he taught suffered was crucified buried and
rose again then ascended into heaven to sit at the right hand of james brown
the godfather of soul though the faith has its doubters no man can disprove one
word herein the word of our godfather of soul in memphis the gates of graceland
are open for you if only you will accept him numerous works have explored the
historical life of a man named yahshua under the name jesus considering his
embodiment of the spirit of yhwh his mission his teaching and the great works
he performed among an ancient people the life times and teachings of a savior
differs in that it not only chronicles historical and biblical events but also
goes beyond digging deeply into many of the esoteric meanings of events in
those days and the relationship between yahshua s teaching and his environment
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it meshes the first four books of the new testament into one unbroken story and
blends it with selected writings from other holy books such as the upanishads
and the dhammapada in doing so the study seeks to reveal yahshua the man and
explain why the errors of humanity became his responsibility moreover it links
the man commonly known as the messiah to who the bible calls the first man adam
showing how adam fell short of bringing light to a world that became darkened
and formless while yahshua fulfilled his mission leaving an example for all to
follow out of the darkened and formless world to an illuminated world of
abundant life the life times and teachings of a savior will no doubt magnify
the teachings of the bible and shine light on prophecies while unveiling man s
purpose on the earth intended for anyone seeking truth in light whether
christian or not this study considers the life of yahshua through a unique and
spiritually expanded perspective this volume makes a systematic theological
statement in light of the unique revelation of god and humankind that has come
to us in jesus the messiah as recorded in scripture it is the companion to the
author s jesus christ our lord 1987 1990 there are chapters on jesus christ as
the lens through which we receive theological insight revelation god humanity
the holy spirit the church and last things all understood through god s self
disclosure in christ from within the anabaptist theological tradition kraus
offers a biblically oriented alternative to rationalistic orthodoxy and to
liberalism he takes scripture as the normative witness to the meaning of christ
the authoritative source for theological reflection and thus makes a thoroughly
evangelical statement yet this evangel begins with salvation as newness of life
in resurrection with christ not simply as juridical justification the emphasis
is on god as source of creative potential rather than on god as instigator of
legal judgment christ the second adam the truest image of god is both the
climax of creation and the means through which humanity can attain that image
and respond to god in personal relationship kraus views the holy spirit as the
enlivening presence of the risen christ the church as the continuing saving
mission of christ and eschatology as the victory of christ over the powers of
evil and death this book written in simple english is targeted at everyone that
can readthe scholarly not so scholarly and inquisitive minded persons it should
whet the appetite of the inquisitive minded causing them to conduct further
researches into numerous other aspects of the person and work of jesus christ
the book considers the sinfulness of mankind from his fall through the coming
of the savior noting that sin is not the exclusive reserve of any particular
people but of the whole of mankind and the salvation that the gracious almighty
god offers through jesus christ alone is also to not just a few but all who
believe in jesus christ jesus christ is prophet priest and king he is also
savior redeemer and judge he is creator of the universe and the mediator
between god and man there were prophets but jesus is the son of god there were
priests and high priests who had to enter gods presence in the holiest place
with blood of an animal in their hands but jesus christ is the everlasting high
priest who entered the presence of god with his own unblemished blood once for
all and remains with god the father in heaven pleading our cause there were are
kings also but jesus christ is the king of kings and lord of lords there were
and are judges but jesus christ is the righteous judge that will on behalf of
god the father judge the living and the dead without favoritism or sentiments
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he alone is the savior and redeemer of mankind jesus christ shall soon return
to set up his millennial kingdom on earth professor of theology stephen wellum
considers christ s singular uniqueness and significance biblically historically
and today in our pluralistic and postmodern age christ alone is a much needed
study and defense of the doctrine that provides coherency to the christian
faith if the church is to proclaim the same christ as the reformers we must
understand and embrace solos christus with the same clarity conviction urgency
and abundance of joy as the reformers to that end wellum recovers the reformers
basic insights by focusing first on two teachings the exclusive identity of
christ and his sufficient work follows the historical roots of the doctrine and
its developments to show how the uniqueness of christ has come under specific
attack today retraces the storyline of scripture from christ s unique identity
and work as prophet priest and king to the application of his work to believers
and our covenantal union with him christ alone seeks to recover a robust
biblical and theological doctrine of christ s person and work and a renewed
understanding that apart from christ there is no salvation in the face of today
s challenges unpacking why a fresh appraisal of the reformation understanding
of christ alone is so important today the five solas historians and theologians
have long recognized that at the heart of the sixteenth century protestant
reformation were five declarations often referred to as the solas these five
statements summarize much of what the reformation was about and they
distinguish protestantism from other expressions of the christian faith that
they place ultimate and final authority in the scriptures acknowledge the work
of christ alone as sufficient for redemption recognize that salvation is by
grace alone through faith alone and seek to do all things for god s glory the
five solas series is more than a simple rehashing of these statements but
instead expounds upon the biblical reasoning behind them leading to a more
profound theological vision of our lives and callings as christians and
churches arguing that jesus radically challenges the way most people understand
the world and live their lives an examination of christ focuses on such secular
topics as ministry and the resurrection as well as contemporary issues
including criminal justice war and homosexuality original in a culture
suspicious of orthodox christianity edwards sets forth the evidence for the
historic claim that jesus is the only savior of the world savior s day by alan
winter savior s day is a work of fiction taken out of today s headlines
cardinal arnold ford head of the archdiocese of new york witnesses a murder on
the steps of st patrick s cathedral with the old man s dying breath he hands
the cardinal a sliver of ancient parchment to keep and protect what follows is
a tale woven from an open case that israel s vaunted spy agency the mossad is
afraid to solve what do they fear how can the lost pages of an ancient treasure
threaten the very existence of the state of israel leshana thompkins the nypd
detective assigned to the homicide interviews cardinal ford as the
investigation unfolds leshana is conflicted whether to reveal secrets about the
priest s past that his adopted missionary parents hid from him ford is stunned
he learns from the detective who his biological father was what role his father
played in history and how his own dna primes the priest for the challenge of a
lifetime to broker a middle east peace agreement savior s day is by turns a
suspense thriller that fictionalizes history into a modern day drama that will
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keep you at the proverbial edge of your seat surprise after surprise leaps off
the pages based on true facts that will amaze move over davinci code savior s
day has arrived jericho lay prostrate left elbow on the flat stone rimming the
roof gunstock against his shoulder the barrel under the barb wired encircling
the building finger on the trigger pulse at a steady fifty six beats all that
was required was the missing element who was now approaching the east gate of
jerusalem s old city by some it was aptly referred to as the gate of mercy
across the way hidden in a minaret all thought safe secure and unoccupied
zakkarhia ibn mohammed took aim in moments he would put a hole through the
madness centered around these absurd missing pages written on ancient parchment
and then it happened two shots rang out pandemonium erupted in the spit of a
flash soldiers rushed to form a tight ring around the trinity plus two it was
too late the indelible unchangeable irrevocable act occurred on what would be
forever known as savior s day the author studies what jesus believed about the
inspiration and inerrancy of the old testament scriptures and how that belief
should affect our view of biblical authority this book crystallizes in clear
concise and correct terms the essentials of the doctrine of sin and salvation
better than any other norman l geisler buried hope or risen savior argues for
the credibility of jesus christ s resurrection engaging the issue in relation
to the recent jesus family tomb claims that continue making headlines around
the world publisher description a holiday fling or something more the holidays
haven t been so happy for merry beshear since her husband dumped her for a
younger skinner model but she s determined to make this year different and he
might be just the ticket ezekiel is unlike anyone she s ever met equal parts
sexy and dangerous with an unexpected sweetness that draws her in she knows she
should be cautious but the connection between them is something she can t
ignore but ezekiel has secrets and merry has to decide if she ll run away from
him and the danger that surrounds him or take a chance on love this book
unequivocally reveals the biblical truth that jesus christ is the only saviour
of the world and clearly refutes the popular but erroneous belief that there
are many ways to god jesus christ if exclusive he and he alone is the only way
to god and eternal life as the scriptures explicitly state no one can come to
the father except through jesus christ he that has the son has that life and he
that does not have the son does not have that life there is salvation in no one
else for there is no other name under heaven by which we must be saved
following prophecies from the very beginning of the bible to the end from
creation to consummation the author clearly underscores this fact as the
undeniable proclamation of the holy scriptures they say no good deed goes
unpunished brynna malak is living proof a fallen angel in human form brynna is
trying to earn another chance at heaven so far her road to redemption is
littered with casualties especially since lucifer s minions are intent on
dragging her back to hell and being mortal only got more complicated since
brynna became involved with detective eran redmond still brynna s relationship
issues like the fact that one glimpse of her can drive men crazy with desire
may have to wait a mysterious hero is saving chicago s citizens from certain
death with strange and sinister consequences brynna knows too much about
demonkind to believe in coincidences some dark force is at work here and brynna
may be the only one who can stop it best selling author and master teacher
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david j ridgesprovides this powerful study of the lord s life and mission to
cleanse and heal all mankind by applying the teachings of this work you will
draw nearer to the savior through this simple and beautiful depiction of the
lord s continuing ministry as creator and savior of the world learn firsthand
how the power of the savior s atonement will sanctify your life through his
divine sacrifice obtain a tender personal glimpse of the savior s eternal love
for each of us discover the depth of the lord s sacrifice as you read this
heartfelt portrayal of our savior jesus christ in the stunning conclusion of
the epic story of aron and his post apocalyptic world damien poses the threat
of a society of his rabid followers bereft of rational values and concerns he s
faced with the impossible in leading the rebellion with primitive arms against
a nightmare enemy armed with fearful weapons from the ancient war that
destroyed the world his personal angst continues as again love remains elusive
with the obstructions of endless setbacks and interference from others can he
find a way to prevail and warrant the faith his friends have in him or will the
world sink into damien s dark reality holding the small island of malta the
british empire s strategic centerpiece in the mediterranean sea was critical to
the allied cause in world war ii and taking it was essential for axis victory
german forces laid siege to the island beginning in june 1940 and it soon
became the most bombed place on earth by august 1942 with supplies running out
malta was in dire need of relief in what was then the largest royal navy force
yet assembled in the war two battleships three aircraft carriers seven light
cruisers 32 destroyers and a fleet of transports were mustered from far flung
theaters this day by day account of operation pedestal chronicles the planning
execution and climactic battle that saw only five of 14 merchant ships make it
to valletta all but one heavily damaged an exegetical and diachronic survey of
messianic texts from the hebrew bible and jewish tradition up through the first
millennium ce jewish messianism can be traced back to the emerging kingdom of
judah in the tenth century bce when it was represented by the davidic tradition
and the promise of a future heir to david s throne from that point it remained
an important facet of israelite faith as evidenced by its frequent recurrence
in the hebrew bible and other early jewish texts in preexilic texts the
expectation is for an earthly king a son of david with certain ethical
qualities whereas from the exile onward there is a transition to a pluriform
messianism often with utopic traits warrior king servant savior is an
exegetical and diachronic study of messianism in these texts that maintains
close dialogue with relevant historical research and archaeological insights
internationally respected biblical scholar torleif elgvin recounts the
development and impact of messianism from ancient israel through the hasmonean
era and the rabbinic period with rich chapters exploring messianic expectations
in the northern kingdom postexilic judah and qumran among other contexts for
this multifaceted topic of marked interest to jews christians and secular
historians of religion alike elgvin s handbook is the essential and definitive
guide savior on the silver screen examines nine movies about the life of jesus
ranging from the traditional to the provocativeand explores how the image of
jesus in each reflects the time and culture in which the film was produced the
selections encompass silent foreign epic and musical films both entertaining
and insightful savior on the silver screen is structured for easy use in
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classroom small group and individual settings and includes rental information
and practical tips for using the book for each film there is an introduction
pre viewing and post viewing questions and a discussion of its major features
provided by publisher this is a book jean wyatt felt compelled to write as she
has for many years wrestled with questions surrounding the love and the justice
of god his salvation and judgment through jesus christ and the effect of our
response or lack of response to that salvation the bible gives glimpses of hope
that in the end god will restore all things and that finally all people will
worship him if it is god s will that all should be saved is it possible to
resist that will for all eternity or dare we hope that god will continue to
seek and ultimately save those who now reject his offered salvation dare we
hope that hell will be a place of restorative justice and cleansing with
redemption as its aim wyatt has come to the conclusion that we can answer yes
to both these questions the fire of god consumes evil and cleanses people
meanwhile in the here and now in which we live as disciples of jesus christ we
are called to be witnesses to the kingdom of god and to work for his kingdom to
come on earth as it is in heaven sometimes love is the most dangerous mission
of all colter ninja graham is a loner the quiet outsider who s more comfortable
observing life instead of living it unseen unheard unnoticed until he needs to
be loyalty and honor are values to never be broken until he meets the only
woman he s ever felt a connection to a woman who makes him question every code
he s lived by and the only woman who s ever made him run away allison hess lost
her heart to her brother s friend on an island paradise more than a year ago
immersing herself in her volunteer work helps her forget the dark eyes and
silent need but her work has become more than just a way to forget helping the
lost women is a way to atone for the guilt she still feels for what happened a
year ago for unknowingly turning her back on one young woman desperately in
need of help and unable to ask for it when her path crosses colter s again the
last thing she expects is the fiery passion and burning need that erupts
between them and when allison is thrust into the middle of a dangerous
trafficking ring colter knows his time for running away is over because this
time there s more at stake than just their hearts and more than one life on the
line jesus christ is a light that will reveal salvation to the nations so wrote
luke the only gentile writer found in the new testament scriptures luke saw in
jesus christ the fulfillment of isaiah s prophecy arise shine your light has
come and the glory of the lord has dawned nations will come to your light and
kings to the brightness of your dawn in clearly described themes luke takes his
readers on a journey of discovery finding in jesus christ not only the light
for israel but for people of all nations of the world the book you hold in your
hands is no dry seminary text nor is it a feel good self help devotional there
is a wealth of information here presented in a clear and accessible writing
style that makes this commentary a great read for new believers and seasoned
theologians alike luke s gospel is examined not in a vaccuum but in the context
of the totality of scripture where frequent references to supporting verses
serve as roadsigns assuring the reader that he is on the right road this
commentary informs and delights do less connect more this beautiful 40 day
devotional for the lenten and easter season offers biblical reflections and
full color springtime photography to take you from burnout to burning a little
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brighter as you celebrate new life fresh starts and everyday redemptions it s a
distracted world out there maybe you find yourself scrolling more than savoring
texting more than resting and rushing instead of taking a deep breath the
things you thought would bring connection make you feel more disconnected than
ever with a good dose of exhaustion thrown in it s time for a reset a savior is
risen is a 40 day journey from ash wednesday to easter morning a call for you
to quiet your mind and soul as you focus on jesus and his resurrection in this
gorgeous devotional you are invited to experience the easter season with fresh
eyes and an expectant heart practice a modern day fast from the things
distracting you from god reflect on jesus life and resurrection draw closer to
god through silence and reflection let go of stress and embrace grace each day
s entry includes a word that embodies the spirit of easter a brief reflection
on integrating that word into your life a scripture passage for meditation a
prayer to bring peace to your mind bright springtime photography that captures
the beauty of new life a savior is risen is ideal for anyone wanting permission
to slow down as a gift for someone looking for spiritual renewal or as a
beautiful book to display as a reminder of god s promises so grab your morning
coffee or afternoon chai and feel your spirit settle as you immerse yourself
the ultimate new beginning god has given us all john doe finds a person who
knows who and what he is part five of an eight issue origin story awaken in the
darkness of a foreign land it prowls the forest with yellow eyes and sharp
fangs it thirsts for blood and strays upon a mysterious camp it watches them
carefully and waits for a false move before striking swiftly and without
detection one by one they are taken against their will its strength is menacing
and mutilates without remorse its rage is powered by an indestructible force
not seen in centuries the lifeless body moves through darkness like the animal
that it seems to be but it is no animal it is a young child born from the
purest blood of vampirism but raised by an enemy species long since lost the
child finds himself in a human world war and engages curiously with an axis of
evil known historically as the german nazis in a quest to find a mythological
and holy relic stolen generations ago by enemies of darkness that will fight if
interfered with their dominance of the world and as the boys hunger intensifies
so do the efforts of the nazi watch towers by doubling guards in each corners
of the camp they are certain the boy creature awaits them they can only wait
and pray for the only line of defense for the sun to rise quickly the german
train unloads hundreds of people at the nazi labor camp one of the new arrivals
is a mysterious man from sweden falsely imprisoned he is beaten and dragged
into the same concentration camp where the boy vampire is feasting his capture
does not go unnoticed and quickly uncovers the truth about the labor camp and
what it means to wear a yellow star on his clothing in an epic battle jakobson
as hes called races to escape from the evil that dwells within the camp he
encounters gruesome acts of terror against humanity including a supernatural
event one night after the witching hour jakobson watches the nazis lure a trap
for the boy but their plan foils and jakobson instead rescues the child thus
avoiding captivity he befriends the boy and helps him understand the values of
being a human being together facing the deathly consequences of war an ultimate
sacrifice must be fulfilled if they can stay alive long enough to give the
first order let the rebellion begin death to the nazis this is a print on
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demand book and is therefore non returnable series international theological
commentary this commentary presents an indonesian theologian s contemporary
interpretation of isaiah 1 39 according to s h widyapranawa in isaiah we see
the dynamics of faith in a turbulent world and we hear the prophetic admonition
to uphold faith in the lord and to oppose secularism false prophecies and
sinful cultic practices indeed this teaching from the eighth century b c is of
paramount importance for the preaching of god s truth and justice in today s
world a man loses the woman he intends to marry a woman loses her best friend
retired army captain liam brosnan and us marshal chelsea kilpatrick are forced
to question what they know about a murder that forces them together uncertain
connections from liam s military career rope them into a cloak and dagger
investigation that offers more questions than answers being duty bound while in
the throes of grief is a dangerous mixture they struggle with unexpected sparks
of passion and question their loyalty to a woman they loved while a murderer
closes in on his next target will the explosive solace liam and chelsea find in
one another lead to a love neither expected or will it blind them to looming
danger and death the savior is a standalone romantic suspense novel when the
pain is so bad can a man ever find his way back to the light toby riordan has
sunk as low as a man can go when death becomes his best friend he calls out to
the darkness for someone to listen help when all he perceives is silence he
decides that it s all a joke a fable that maybe karl marx wasn t too far off a
djinn and a television program give him the tools to find out for himself give
him the chance to go laugh in someone s face about it all toby lands in the
middle of nazareth of the first century and meets the young yeshua ben david
the boy who will one day be known as jesus but the closer he gets to the young
man the more he finds that maybe divinity isn t a fairy tale that in losing his
past toby just might gain his future and that finding his faith may be as easy
as accepting that he was never really alone to begin with a compelling and
urgent case for jesus christ as the one and only way to salvation today
professing that jesus christ is the only way to approach god and receive his
salvation may seem to some like a form of intolerance or arrogance a growing
number of christian intellectuals pastors and leaders are favoring a more
inclusive view of a person s path to salvation but what does this mean in
practice are there biblical or theological means of defending inclusivism or
pluralism or do these views simply pay tribute to modern ethical standards the
fact is that unity among christians on this fundamental issue has disappeared
many people of faith choose among three fundamentally different answers to the
question is jesus the only savior stated succinctly these answers are no
pluralism yes but inclusivism yes period exclusivism in is jesus the only
savior ronald nash explores the divergent views of pluralism and inclusivism in
depth laying out the reasoning history and major supporters behind them and
making a resounding case for exclusivism based on firm theological standards
christians of all walks of life will find their faith in christ affirmed and
strengthened by this vital treatise written in accessible terms and a readable
style probing into numerous questions about gender and sexuality dale martin
delves into the biblical texts anew and unearths surprising findings avoiding
preconceptions about ancient sexuality he explores the ethics of desire and
marriage and pays careful attention to the original meanings of words
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especially those used as evidence of paul s opposition to homosexuality for
example after a remarkably faithful reading of the scriptural texts martin
concludes that our contemporary obsession with marriage and the whole search
for the right sexual relationships is antithetical to the message of the gospel
in all of these essays however martin argues for engaging scripture in a way
that goes beyond the standard historical critical questions and the assumptions
of textual agency in order to find a faith that has no foundations other than
jesus christ when dr monica gray s unrivaled robotic surgery skills thrust her
into the midst of a bitter war she finds herself fighting for more than just
her patients lives as the leading telesurgeon in the world monica is persuaded
to lend her cutting edge talents to nato s war effort against russia but what
begins as a call to serve those in need quickly escalates into a high stakes
game of global espionage soon monica and her uncannily adept ai surgical
partner adam become targets of the ruthless russian intelligence apparatus
determined to prevent monica from saving any more nato soldiers russian agents
will stop at nothing to bring her over to their side outmatched and unprepared
for the sinister forces tracking her every move monica realizes she is trapped
in a struggle far beyond the operating room with adam at her side she must
navigate secret agendas and lethal threats while fighting to save mortally
injured soldiers from the streets of boston to the snow covered battlefields of
finland monica will discover what truly matters when your skills have the power
to change the world because in this war surgery is strategy savior of the war
torn is an absolutely thrilling tale that pulls readers deep into the untold
world of advanced civilian and military surgery part geopolitical chessboard
part cutting edge medical drama it will leave fans of high tech medical
suspense desperate for more when states charities and ngos either ignore or are
overwhelmed by movement of people on a vast scale criminal networks step into
the breach this book explains what happens next corporate ceos are headline
news stock prices rise and fall at word of their hiring and firing business
media debate their merits and defects as if individual leaders determined the
health of the economy yet we know surprisingly little about how ceos are
selected and dismissed or about their true power this is the first book to take
us into the often secretive world of the ceo selection process rakesh khurana s
findings are surprising and disturbing in recent years he shows corporations
have increasingly sought ceos who are above all else charismatic whose fame and
force of personality impress analysts and the business media but whose
experience and abilities are not necessarily right for companies specific needs
the labor market for ceos khurana concludes is far less rational than we might
think khurana s findings are based on a study of the hiring and firing of ceos
at over 850 of america s largest companies and on extensive interviews with
ceos corporate board members and consultants at executive search firms written
with exceptional clarity and verve the book explains the basic mechanics of the
selection process and how hiring priorities have changed with the rise of
shareholder activism khurana argues that the market for ceos which we often
assume runs on cool calculation and the impersonal forces of supply and demand
is culturally determined and too frequently inefficient its emphasis on
charisma artificially limits the number of candidates considered giving them
extraordinary leverage to demand high salaries and power it also raises
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expectations and increases the chance that a ceo will be fired for failing to
meet shareholders hopes the result is corporate instability and too little
attention to long term strategy the book is a major contribution to our
understanding of corporate culture and the nature of markets and leadership in
general
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The New Testament of Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ 1878 journey through the
advent season like never before with this transformative devotional that will
guide you through the four weeks leading to christmas day this beautifully
crafted book is your companion for a soul stirring experience that will deepen
your faith illuminate the true meaning of christmas and help you anticipate the
birth of the savior with renewed wonder as you turn the pages you ll find a
captivating blend of heartfelt reflections and thought provoking questions that
will help you draw closer to the essence of the season join the authors as they
contemplate the profound significance of the birth of christ and offer daily
wisdom to prepare your heart and mind for the miraculous arrival of our savior
you ll be inspired encouraged and uplifted as you embark on this sacred journey
making it a cherished tradition for years to come embrace the advent season
with hope faith and love and let the anticipation of christ s birth fill your
heart with joy and wonder
What to Expect When You're Expecting a Savior 2023-11-07 advent is the season
in which we reread and relive the experience of ancient israel as it longed for
the coming of the messiah it is also a time to reflect on the infancy
narratives of jesus which have enriched the lives of believers through the
centuries as an extension of israel s longing for the messiah the infancy
accounts serve as overtures to the writings of the evangelists and stand as
bridges connecting the old and new testaments advent of the savior focuses on
this connection of past to present so that we may deepen our longing for the
messiah s coming again and ask god in our own day to be emmanuel god with us
the infancy narratives of matthew and luke express the basic truths about the
divine and human mystery of jesus christ advent of the savior reminds us that
it is through these truths that we are called to move from longing for our
savior to hope in his coming again
Advent of the Savior 2016-07-18 the good news of elvis christ savior and king
of rock and roll finally a gospel with relatable characters a story of hope
love faith and redemption against a satirical backdrop of funk rock punk and
oldschool hip hop whether you re an atheist an agnostic or a christian with a
sense of humor and a love of 20th century music there s something in this
gospel for everyone you ll laugh until you can t breathe this foundational text
of elvianity teaches us that james brown the godfather of soul created the
gates of graceland and the earth that elvis christ was his only son conceived
by the funk born of the virgin mary he taught suffered was crucified buried and
rose again then ascended into heaven to sit at the right hand of james brown
the godfather of soul though the faith has its doubters no man can disprove one
word herein the word of our godfather of soul in memphis the gates of graceland
are open for you if only you will accept him
The Good News of Elvis Christ, Savior and King of Rock and Roll 2013-12
numerous works have explored the historical life of a man named yahshua under
the name jesus considering his embodiment of the spirit of yhwh his mission his
teaching and the great works he performed among an ancient people the life
times and teachings of a savior differs in that it not only chronicles
historical and biblical events but also goes beyond digging deeply into many of
the esoteric meanings of events in those days and the relationship between
yahshua s teaching and his environment it meshes the first four books of the
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new testament into one unbroken story and blends it with selected writings from
other holy books such as the upanishads and the dhammapada in doing so the
study seeks to reveal yahshua the man and explain why the errors of humanity
became his responsibility moreover it links the man commonly known as the
messiah to who the bible calls the first man adam showing how adam fell short
of bringing light to a world that became darkened and formless while yahshua
fulfilled his mission leaving an example for all to follow out of the darkened
and formless world to an illuminated world of abundant life the life times and
teachings of a savior will no doubt magnify the teachings of the bible and
shine light on prophecies while unveiling man s purpose on the earth intended
for anyone seeking truth in light whether christian or not this study considers
the life of yahshua through a unique and spiritually expanded perspective
The Life, Times, and Teachings of a Savior 2015-07-02 this volume makes a
systematic theological statement in light of the unique revelation of god and
humankind that has come to us in jesus the messiah as recorded in scripture it
is the companion to the author s jesus christ our lord 1987 1990 there are
chapters on jesus christ as the lens through which we receive theological
insight revelation god humanity the holy spirit the church and last things all
understood through god s self disclosure in christ from within the anabaptist
theological tradition kraus offers a biblically oriented alternative to
rationalistic orthodoxy and to liberalism he takes scripture as the normative
witness to the meaning of christ the authoritative source for theological
reflection and thus makes a thoroughly evangelical statement yet this evangel
begins with salvation as newness of life in resurrection with christ not simply
as juridical justification the emphasis is on god as source of creative
potential rather than on god as instigator of legal judgment christ the second
adam the truest image of god is both the climax of creation and the means
through which humanity can attain that image and respond to god in personal
relationship kraus views the holy spirit as the enlivening presence of the
risen christ the church as the continuing saving mission of christ and
eschatology as the victory of christ over the powers of evil and death
God Our Savior 2006-12-18 this book written in simple english is targeted at
everyone that can readthe scholarly not so scholarly and inquisitive minded
persons it should whet the appetite of the inquisitive minded causing them to
conduct further researches into numerous other aspects of the person and work
of jesus christ the book considers the sinfulness of mankind from his fall
through the coming of the savior noting that sin is not the exclusive reserve
of any particular people but of the whole of mankind and the salvation that the
gracious almighty god offers through jesus christ alone is also to not just a
few but all who believe in jesus christ jesus christ is prophet priest and king
he is also savior redeemer and judge he is creator of the universe and the
mediator between god and man there were prophets but jesus is the son of god
there were priests and high priests who had to enter gods presence in the
holiest place with blood of an animal in their hands but jesus christ is the
everlasting high priest who entered the presence of god with his own
unblemished blood once for all and remains with god the father in heaven
pleading our cause there were are kings also but jesus christ is the king of
kings and lord of lords there were and are judges but jesus christ is the
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righteous judge that will on behalf of god the father judge the living and the
dead without favoritism or sentiments he alone is the savior and redeemer of
mankind jesus christ shall soon return to set up his millennial kingdom on
earth
Jesus Christ: Savior, Judge and King of the World 2017-12-04 professor of
theology stephen wellum considers christ s singular uniqueness and significance
biblically historically and today in our pluralistic and postmodern age christ
alone is a much needed study and defense of the doctrine that provides
coherency to the christian faith if the church is to proclaim the same christ
as the reformers we must understand and embrace solos christus with the same
clarity conviction urgency and abundance of joy as the reformers to that end
wellum recovers the reformers basic insights by focusing first on two teachings
the exclusive identity of christ and his sufficient work follows the historical
roots of the doctrine and its developments to show how the uniqueness of christ
has come under specific attack today retraces the storyline of scripture from
christ s unique identity and work as prophet priest and king to the application
of his work to believers and our covenantal union with him christ alone seeks
to recover a robust biblical and theological doctrine of christ s person and
work and a renewed understanding that apart from christ there is no salvation
in the face of today s challenges unpacking why a fresh appraisal of the
reformation understanding of christ alone is so important today the five solas
historians and theologians have long recognized that at the heart of the
sixteenth century protestant reformation were five declarations often referred
to as the solas these five statements summarize much of what the reformation
was about and they distinguish protestantism from other expressions of the
christian faith that they place ultimate and final authority in the scriptures
acknowledge the work of christ alone as sufficient for redemption recognize
that salvation is by grace alone through faith alone and seek to do all things
for god s glory the five solas series is more than a simple rehashing of these
statements but instead expounds upon the biblical reasoning behind them leading
to a more profound theological vision of our lives and callings as christians
and churches
Christ Alone---The Uniqueness of Jesus as Savior 2017-04-18 arguing that jesus
radically challenges the way most people understand the world and live their
lives an examination of christ focuses on such secular topics as ministry and
the resurrection as well as contemporary issues including criminal justice war
and homosexuality original
Jesus the Savior 2001-01-01 in a culture suspicious of orthodox christianity
edwards sets forth the evidence for the historic claim that jesus is the only
savior of the world
Is Jesus the Only Savior? 2005 savior s day by alan winter savior s day is a
work of fiction taken out of today s headlines cardinal arnold ford head of the
archdiocese of new york witnesses a murder on the steps of st patrick s
cathedral with the old man s dying breath he hands the cardinal a sliver of
ancient parchment to keep and protect what follows is a tale woven from an open
case that israel s vaunted spy agency the mossad is afraid to solve what do
they fear how can the lost pages of an ancient treasure threaten the very
existence of the state of israel leshana thompkins the nypd detective assigned
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to the homicide interviews cardinal ford as the investigation unfolds leshana
is conflicted whether to reveal secrets about the priest s past that his
adopted missionary parents hid from him ford is stunned he learns from the
detective who his biological father was what role his father played in history
and how his own dna primes the priest for the challenge of a lifetime to broker
a middle east peace agreement savior s day is by turns a suspense thriller that
fictionalizes history into a modern day drama that will keep you at the
proverbial edge of your seat surprise after surprise leaps off the pages based
on true facts that will amaze move over davinci code savior s day has arrived
jericho lay prostrate left elbow on the flat stone rimming the roof gunstock
against his shoulder the barrel under the barb wired encircling the building
finger on the trigger pulse at a steady fifty six beats all that was required
was the missing element who was now approaching the east gate of jerusalem s
old city by some it was aptly referred to as the gate of mercy across the way
hidden in a minaret all thought safe secure and unoccupied zakkarhia ibn
mohammed took aim in moments he would put a hole through the madness centered
around these absurd missing pages written on ancient parchment and then it
happened two shots rang out pandemonium erupted in the spit of a flash soldiers
rushed to form a tight ring around the trinity plus two it was too late the
indelible unchangeable irrevocable act occurred on what would be forever known
as savior s day
Savior's Day 2013-09-04 the author studies what jesus believed about the
inspiration and inerrancy of the old testament scriptures and how that belief
should affect our view of biblical authority this book crystallizes in clear
concise and correct terms the essentials of the doctrine of sin and salvation
better than any other norman l geisler
Sin, the Savior, and Salvation 1833 buried hope or risen savior argues for the
credibility of jesus christ s resurrection engaging the issue in relation to
the recent jesus family tomb claims that continue making headlines around the
world publisher description
The New Testament of Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ 2008 a holiday fling or
something more the holidays haven t been so happy for merry beshear since her
husband dumped her for a younger skinner model but she s determined to make
this year different and he might be just the ticket ezekiel is unlike anyone
she s ever met equal parts sexy and dangerous with an unexpected sweetness that
draws her in she knows she should be cautious but the connection between them
is something she can t ignore but ezekiel has secrets and merry has to decide
if she ll run away from him and the danger that surrounds him or take a chance
on love
Buried Hope Or Risen Savior 1850 this book unequivocally reveals the biblical
truth that jesus christ is the only saviour of the world and clearly refutes
the popular but erroneous belief that there are many ways to god jesus christ
if exclusive he and he alone is the only way to god and eternal life as the
scriptures explicitly state no one can come to the father except through jesus
christ he that has the son has that life and he that does not have the son does
not have that life there is salvation in no one else for there is no other name
under heaven by which we must be saved following prophecies from the very
beginning of the bible to the end from creation to consummation the author
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clearly underscores this fact as the undeniable proclamation of the holy
scriptures
The New Testament of Our Lord and Savior Lord Christ 2022-08-29 they say no
good deed goes unpunished brynna malak is living proof a fallen angel in human
form brynna is trying to earn another chance at heaven so far her road to
redemption is littered with casualties especially since lucifer s minions are
intent on dragging her back to hell and being mortal only got more complicated
since brynna became involved with detective eran redmond still brynna s
relationship issues like the fact that one glimpse of her can drive men crazy
with desire may have to wait a mysterious hero is saving chicago s citizens
from certain death with strange and sinister consequences brynna knows too much
about demonkind to believe in coincidences some dark force is at work here and
brynna may be the only one who can stop it
Savage Savior 2011-05-31 best selling author and master teacher david j
ridgesprovides this powerful study of the lord s life and mission to cleanse
and heal all mankind by applying the teachings of this work you will draw
nearer to the savior through this simple and beautiful depiction of the lord s
continuing ministry as creator and savior of the world learn firsthand how the
power of the savior s atonement will sanctify your life through his divine
sacrifice obtain a tender personal glimpse of the savior s eternal love for
each of us discover the depth of the lord s sacrifice as you read this
heartfelt portrayal of our savior jesus christ
Old Testament Prophecies That Prove That Jesus Christ Is the Only Savior of the
World 2022-12-23 in the stunning conclusion of the epic story of aron and his
post apocalyptic world damien poses the threat of a society of his rabid
followers bereft of rational values and concerns he s faced with the impossible
in leading the rebellion with primitive arms against a nightmare enemy armed
with fearful weapons from the ancient war that destroyed the world his personal
angst continues as again love remains elusive with the obstructions of endless
setbacks and interference from others can he find a way to prevail and warrant
the faith his friends have in him or will the world sink into damien s dark
reality
Concrete Savior 1862 holding the small island of malta the british empire s
strategic centerpiece in the mediterranean sea was critical to the allied cause
in world war ii and taking it was essential for axis victory german forces laid
siege to the island beginning in june 1940 and it soon became the most bombed
place on earth by august 1942 with supplies running out malta was in dire need
of relief in what was then the largest royal navy force yet assembled in the
war two battleships three aircraft carriers seven light cruisers 32 destroyers
and a fleet of transports were mustered from far flung theaters this day by day
account of operation pedestal chronicles the planning execution and climactic
battle that saw only five of 14 merchant ships make it to valletta all but one
heavily damaged
Our Savior, Jesus Christ 2013-09-16 an exegetical and diachronic survey of
messianic texts from the hebrew bible and jewish tradition up through the first
millennium ce jewish messianism can be traced back to the emerging kingdom of
judah in the tenth century bce when it was represented by the davidic tradition
and the promise of a future heir to david s throne from that point it remained
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an important facet of israelite faith as evidenced by its frequent recurrence
in the hebrew bible and other early jewish texts in preexilic texts the
expectation is for an earthly king a son of david with certain ethical
qualities whereas from the exile onward there is a transition to a pluriform
messianism often with utopic traits warrior king servant savior is an
exegetical and diachronic study of messianism in these texts that maintains
close dialogue with relevant historical research and archaeological insights
internationally respected biblical scholar torleif elgvin recounts the
development and impact of messianism from ancient israel through the hasmonean
era and the rabbinic period with rich chapters exploring messianic expectations
in the northern kingdom postexilic judah and qumran among other contexts for
this multifaceted topic of marked interest to jews christians and secular
historians of religion alike elgvin s handbook is the essential and definitive
guide
The New Testament of Our Lord & Savior Jesus Christ 2024-03-08 savior on the
silver screen examines nine movies about the life of jesus ranging from the
traditional to the provocativeand explores how the image of jesus in each
reflects the time and culture in which the film was produced the selections
encompass silent foreign epic and musical films both entertaining and
insightful savior on the silver screen is structured for easy use in classroom
small group and individual settings and includes rental information and
practical tips for using the book for each film there is an introduction pre
viewing and post viewing questions and a discussion of its major features
provided by publisher
Savior 2022-08-04 this is a book jean wyatt felt compelled to write as she has
for many years wrestled with questions surrounding the love and the justice of
god his salvation and judgment through jesus christ and the effect of our
response or lack of response to that salvation the bible gives glimpses of hope
that in the end god will restore all things and that finally all people will
worship him if it is god s will that all should be saved is it possible to
resist that will for all eternity or dare we hope that god will continue to
seek and ultimately save those who now reject his offered salvation dare we
hope that hell will be a place of restorative justice and cleansing with
redemption as its aim wyatt has come to the conclusion that we can answer yes
to both these questions the fire of god consumes evil and cleanses people
meanwhile in the here and now in which we live as disciples of jesus christ we
are called to be witnesses to the kingdom of god and to work for his kingdom to
come on earth as it is in heaven
Malta's Savior 1999 sometimes love is the most dangerous mission of all colter
ninja graham is a loner the quiet outsider who s more comfortable observing
life instead of living it unseen unheard unnoticed until he needs to be loyalty
and honor are values to never be broken until he meets the only woman he s ever
felt a connection to a woman who makes him question every code he s lived by
and the only woman who s ever made him run away allison hess lost her heart to
her brother s friend on an island paradise more than a year ago immersing
herself in her volunteer work helps her forget the dark eyes and silent need
but her work has become more than just a way to forget helping the lost women
is a way to atone for the guilt she still feels for what happened a year ago
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for unknowingly turning her back on one young woman desperately in need of help
and unable to ask for it when her path crosses colter s again the last thing
she expects is the fiery passion and burning need that erupts between them and
when allison is thrust into the middle of a dangerous trafficking ring colter
knows his time for running away is over because this time there s more at stake
than just their hearts and more than one life on the line
Warrior, King, Servant, Savior 2015-02-16 jesus christ is a light that will
reveal salvation to the nations so wrote luke the only gentile writer found in
the new testament scriptures luke saw in jesus christ the fulfillment of isaiah
s prophecy arise shine your light has come and the glory of the lord has dawned
nations will come to your light and kings to the brightness of your dawn in
clearly described themes luke takes his readers on a journey of discovery
finding in jesus christ not only the light for israel but for people of all
nations of the world the book you hold in your hands is no dry seminary text
nor is it a feel good self help devotional there is a wealth of information
here presented in a clear and accessible writing style that makes this
commentary a great read for new believers and seasoned theologians alike luke s
gospel is examined not in a vaccuum but in the context of the totality of
scripture where frequent references to supporting verses serve as roadsigns
assuring the reader that he is on the right road this commentary informs and
delights
Savior on the Silver Screen 2020-02-28 do less connect more this beautiful 40
day devotional for the lenten and easter season offers biblical reflections and
full color springtime photography to take you from burnout to burning a little
brighter as you celebrate new life fresh starts and everyday redemptions it s a
distracted world out there maybe you find yourself scrolling more than savoring
texting more than resting and rushing instead of taking a deep breath the
things you thought would bring connection make you feel more disconnected than
ever with a good dose of exhaustion thrown in it s time for a reset a savior is
risen is a 40 day journey from ash wednesday to easter morning a call for you
to quiet your mind and soul as you focus on jesus and his resurrection in this
gorgeous devotional you are invited to experience the easter season with fresh
eyes and an expectant heart practice a modern day fast from the things
distracting you from god reflect on jesus life and resurrection draw closer to
god through silence and reflection let go of stress and embrace grace each day
s entry includes a word that embodies the spirit of easter a brief reflection
on integrating that word into your life a scripture passage for meditation a
prayer to bring peace to your mind bright springtime photography that captures
the beauty of new life a savior is risen is ideal for anyone wanting permission
to slow down as a gift for someone looking for spiritual renewal or as a
beautiful book to display as a reminder of god s promises so grab your morning
coffee or afternoon chai and feel your spirit settle as you immerse yourself
the ultimate new beginning god has given us all
The Judge Is the Savior 2020-08-08 john doe finds a person who knows who and
what he is part five of an eight issue origin story
The Savior: COLTER 2024-01-16 awaken in the darkness of a foreign land it
prowls the forest with yellow eyes and sharp fangs it thirsts for blood and
strays upon a mysterious camp it watches them carefully and waits for a false
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move before striking swiftly and without detection one by one they are taken
against their will its strength is menacing and mutilates without remorse its
rage is powered by an indestructible force not seen in centuries the lifeless
body moves through darkness like the animal that it seems to be but it is no
animal it is a young child born from the purest blood of vampirism but raised
by an enemy species long since lost the child finds himself in a human world
war and engages curiously with an axis of evil known historically as the german
nazis in a quest to find a mythological and holy relic stolen generations ago
by enemies of darkness that will fight if interfered with their dominance of
the world and as the boys hunger intensifies so do the efforts of the nazi
watch towers by doubling guards in each corners of the camp they are certain
the boy creature awaits them they can only wait and pray for the only line of
defense for the sun to rise quickly the german train unloads hundreds of people
at the nazi labor camp one of the new arrivals is a mysterious man from sweden
falsely imprisoned he is beaten and dragged into the same concentration camp
where the boy vampire is feasting his capture does not go unnoticed and quickly
uncovers the truth about the labor camp and what it means to wear a yellow star
on his clothing in an epic battle jakobson as hes called races to escape from
the evil that dwells within the camp he encounters gruesome acts of terror
against humanity including a supernatural event one night after the witching
hour jakobson watches the nazis lure a trap for the boy but their plan foils
and jakobson instead rescues the child thus avoiding captivity he befriends the
boy and helps him understand the values of being a human being together facing
the deathly consequences of war an ultimate sacrifice must be fulfilled if they
can stay alive long enough to give the first order let the rebellion begin
death to the nazis
Luke: Jesus Christ, Savior for the Nations 2015-08-12 this is a print on demand
book and is therefore non returnable series international theological
commentary this commentary presents an indonesian theologian s contemporary
interpretation of isaiah 1 39 according to s h widyapranawa in isaiah we see
the dynamics of faith in a turbulent world and we hear the prophetic admonition
to uphold faith in the lord and to oppose secularism false prophecies and
sinful cultic practices indeed this teaching from the eighth century b c is of
paramount importance for the preaching of god s truth and justice in today s
world
A Savior Is Risen 2016-07-18 a man loses the woman he intends to marry a woman
loses her best friend retired army captain liam brosnan and us marshal chelsea
kilpatrick are forced to question what they know about a murder that forces
them together uncertain connections from liam s military career rope them into
a cloak and dagger investigation that offers more questions than answers being
duty bound while in the throes of grief is a dangerous mixture they struggle
with unexpected sparks of passion and question their loyalty to a woman they
loved while a murderer closes in on his next target will the explosive solace
liam and chelsea find in one another lead to a love neither expected or will it
blind them to looming danger and death the savior is a standalone romantic
suspense novel
Savior #5 1990 when the pain is so bad can a man ever find his way back to the
light toby riordan has sunk as low as a man can go when death becomes his best
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friend he calls out to the darkness for someone to listen help when all he
perceives is silence he decides that it s all a joke a fable that maybe karl
marx wasn t too far off a djinn and a television program give him the tools to
find out for himself give him the chance to go laugh in someone s face about it
all toby lands in the middle of nazareth of the first century and meets the
young yeshua ben david the boy who will one day be known as jesus but the
closer he gets to the young man the more he finds that maybe divinity isn t a
fairy tale that in losing his past toby just might gain his future and that
finding his faith may be as easy as accepting that he was never really alone to
begin with
Eternal Savior: 2019-12-17 a compelling and urgent case for jesus christ as the
one and only way to salvation today professing that jesus christ is the only
way to approach god and receive his salvation may seem to some like a form of
intolerance or arrogance a growing number of christian intellectuals pastors
and leaders are favoring a more inclusive view of a person s path to salvation
but what does this mean in practice are there biblical or theological means of
defending inclusivism or pluralism or do these views simply pay tribute to
modern ethical standards the fact is that unity among christians on this
fundamental issue has disappeared many people of faith choose among three
fundamentally different answers to the question is jesus the only savior stated
succinctly these answers are no pluralism yes but inclusivism yes period
exclusivism in is jesus the only savior ronald nash explores the divergent
views of pluralism and inclusivism in depth laying out the reasoning history
and major supporters behind them and making a resounding case for exclusivism
based on firm theological standards christians of all walks of life will find
their faith in christ affirmed and strengthened by this vital treatise written
in accessible terms and a readable style
The Lord is Savior 2013-12-23 probing into numerous questions about gender and
sexuality dale martin delves into the biblical texts anew and unearths
surprising findings avoiding preconceptions about ancient sexuality he explores
the ethics of desire and marriage and pays careful attention to the original
meanings of words especially those used as evidence of paul s opposition to
homosexuality for example after a remarkably faithful reading of the scriptural
texts martin concludes that our contemporary obsession with marriage and the
whole search for the right sexual relationships is antithetical to the message
of the gospel in all of these essays however martin argues for engaging
scripture in a way that goes beyond the standard historical critical questions
and the assumptions of textual agency in order to find a faith that has no
foundations other than jesus christ
The Savior 2010-08-10 when dr monica gray s unrivaled robotic surgery skills
thrust her into the midst of a bitter war she finds herself fighting for more
than just her patients lives as the leading telesurgeon in the world monica is
persuaded to lend her cutting edge talents to nato s war effort against russia
but what begins as a call to serve those in need quickly escalates into a high
stakes game of global espionage soon monica and her uncannily adept ai surgical
partner adam become targets of the ruthless russian intelligence apparatus
determined to prevent monica from saving any more nato soldiers russian agents
will stop at nothing to bring her over to their side outmatched and unprepared
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for the sinister forces tracking her every move monica realizes she is trapped
in a struggle far beyond the operating room with adam at her side she must
navigate secret agendas and lethal threats while fighting to save mortally
injured soldiers from the streets of boston to the snow covered battlefields of
finland monica will discover what truly matters when your skills have the power
to change the world because in this war surgery is strategy savior of the war
torn is an absolutely thrilling tale that pulls readers deep into the untold
world of advanced civilian and military surgery part geopolitical chessboard
part cutting edge medical drama it will leave fans of high tech medical
suspense desperate for more
The Savior 2006-01-01 when states charities and ngos either ignore or are
overwhelmed by movement of people on a vast scale criminal networks step into
the breach this book explains what happens next
Is Jesus the Only Savior? 2003-05 corporate ceos are headline news stock prices
rise and fall at word of their hiring and firing business media debate their
merits and defects as if individual leaders determined the health of the
economy yet we know surprisingly little about how ceos are selected and
dismissed or about their true power this is the first book to take us into the
often secretive world of the ceo selection process rakesh khurana s findings
are surprising and disturbing in recent years he shows corporations have
increasingly sought ceos who are above all else charismatic whose fame and
force of personality impress analysts and the business media but whose
experience and abilities are not necessarily right for companies specific needs
the labor market for ceos khurana concludes is far less rational than we might
think khurana s findings are based on a study of the hiring and firing of ceos
at over 850 of america s largest companies and on extensive interviews with
ceos corporate board members and consultants at executive search firms written
with exceptional clarity and verve the book explains the basic mechanics of the
selection process and how hiring priorities have changed with the rise of
shareholder activism khurana argues that the market for ceos which we often
assume runs on cool calculation and the impersonal forces of supply and demand
is culturally determined and too frequently inefficient its emphasis on
charisma artificially limits the number of candidates considered giving them
extraordinary leverage to demand high salaries and power it also raises
expectations and increases the chance that a ceo will be fired for failing to
meet shareholders hopes the result is corporate instability and too little
attention to long term strategy the book is a major contribution to our
understanding of corporate culture and the nature of markets and leadership in
general
Sex and the Single Savior 2024-02-06
Soar with Your Savior 2017
Savior of the War Torn 1816
Migrant, Refugee, Smuggler, Savior 2011-09-19
The New and Complete Life of Our Blessed Lord and Savior Jesus Christ
Searching for a Corporate Savior
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